Identifying Morphemes - 1
Underline the base words. Box the affixes (prefixes and suffixes).

**Latin structure**
- cook
- cooking
- cookery
- overcooked
- heat
- heating
- heater

**Greek structure**
- preheat
- overheated
- like
- likely
- liking
- likelihood
- worth

**Unwhole language**
- worthy
- worthless
- worthiest
- understandable
- underactive
- hopefully
- unwholesome

Identifying Morphemes - 2
Underline the base words. Box the affixes (prefixes and suffixes).
Circle Greek connective o.

**Latin structure**
- confide
- eruption
- counterproposal
- regenerative

**Greek structure**
- psychometrics
- photographic
- synchronize
- sympathetic